
MEET THE 
FACILITATORS AND  

ARTISTS



 FACILITATORS 



DANCE INSTRUCTOR AND
CHOREOGRAPHER

ALFRED
HINKEL 



ANDREW
BUCKLAND

THEATREMAKER, ACTOR,
DIRECTOR, TEACHER, VOICE
ARTIST AND PERFORMANCE

CONSULTANT



ACTIVIST, ACTRESS, STORYTELLER,
POET, PLAYWRIGHT, DIRECTOR
AND AUTHOR

GCINA
MHLOPHE



GREGORY
MAQOMA

DANCER, PERFORMER,
CHOREOGRAPHER AND FOUNDER

OF VUYANI DANCE THEATRE,
CHAIRPERSON: STAND FOUNDATION



JEFFERSON
TSHABALALA
ARTIST, ENTREPRENEUR
AND TEACHER



JOLYN
PHILIPS

 WRITER, POET, LITERATURE
LECTURER, SINGER AND

PERFORMING ARTIST



DIRECTOR, SEX-POSTIVE ARTIVIST,
EDUCATOR AND PERFORMER 

MMATUMISANG
MOTSISI 



SYLVAINE
STRIKE

 THEATREMAKER, DIRECTOR
AND ACTOR



ARTISTS



ANELE
KOSE

"I'm not sure if I can pull an ice breaker as
well as starting a conversation, but believe

you me, I talk a lot."

POET, ACTOR AND
THEATREMAKER



"I am very emotional. I can erupt like a volcano,
but as soon as the first lava pushes over the rim,
it's over and forgotten."

ACTRESS, VOICE ARTIST

ANTOINETTE
KELLERMANN 



ANTON
KRUEGER

"When I was a kid I lived in Hawaii for a time
where my parents were training to be

missionaries. Then we went to Japan and Hong
Kong, singing gospel in the streets, and helping

out at Vietnamese refugee camps, and such."

WRITER, MEDITATOR,
IMPROVISER



BALENE T
ERNEST

"Get irritated easily when things do not go
accordingly."

 

ACTOR, DANCER AND DIRECTOR



BIANCA
OOSTHUIZEN 

"I chew my beverages."

ACTRESS, FASHION DESIGNER
AND PRODUCER



BRUCE
GEZA

"I like reggae music."

DANCE-THEATRE MAKER



BUSISIWE
MAHLANGU 
POET, BEADMAKER AND CREATIVE



CARIN 
BESTER 

"I am currently busy with a 365-day
performance piece, She Had a

Name 365, where I record a video
every 3 hours and 10 minutes."

MULTIMEDIA
PERFORMANCE ARTIST



CHASE
LUTRON

LYRICIST, AFRIKAANS
HIP HOP ARTIST

"I hardly ever listen to rap music."



CHESTER
MARTINEZ 

"For all the eccentricity and exuberance of
performance, drag artistry and film production,
behind it all, I am happiest in nature. Specifically
jumping around on the big boulders of the West
Coast while crayfishing or camping under stars in
the Cederberg mountains."

PERFORMANCE ARTIST, CREATIVE
AND MOVEMENT DIRECTOR AND
RECORDING ARTIST



CINTAINE
SCHUTTE

"I have been a waitress, a dog walker and a
nanny. I have the most embarassing diary

entries from my teenage years that I casually
read when I feel down. I love chocolate and

Tinkies and hugs." 

ACTRESS, PRODUCER
 AND PRODUCTION MANAGER



"I come from Komaggas in Namaqualand. I like
laughing and to make people laugh. Laughing is
the best medicine for the soul. I love people and
especially Namaqualanders. I am sexy fat."

WORD ARTIST AND STORYTELLER

DANNELINE
RAMSDEN 



DARA
BETH

THEATREMAKER AND FACILITATOR

"I am a short, angry, Jewish feminist with 
a desire to tell stories. I've moved homes 

19 times, and I've moved between 
South Africa and America five times."

 



ACTOR, DANCER, WRITER
AND PRODUCER

ENRICO 
 HARTZENBERG 



FAROLL
COETZEE

DANCER



FAYE KABALI-
KAGWA 

"One of my favourite things is to get lost in is the world
of animations. I speak about the world of my animated
shows as if they were as real as the world I currently live
in. It is either this or throwing myself into the
hyperreality of heartache, the fear of loneliness, and the
pursuit of lust in reality shows such as 90 Day Fiancé.
Also, I used to play in a bassoon quartet."

CULTURAL CURATOR AND
ASPIRING PRODUCER



FIONA 
DU PLOOY

TEACHER, CHOREOGRAPHER,
DIRECTOR AND COLLABORATOR

"Love country western, road trips and
swing music."



FRANCES 
SHOLTO-
DOUGLAS 

"I have never watched a single Star Wars movie, sorry."

ACTOR-THEATREMAKER



INEZ
ROBERTSON

ACTOR AND WRITER
"I took German classes religiously for four years

when I was in high school because I was
obsessed with a German boyband. 

I even completed the German Second
Language matric exam. And now I can barely

remember anything more than a few
conversational phrases." 



IRA
BLANCKENBERG  
"I am terrfied of grasshoppers."

ACTOR, DIRECTOR, COACH



JACQUES
BATISTA

VERSATILE PERFORMER AND
THEATREMAKER



JANE MPHOLO  
"I am extremely loud. Also, if you didn't
know the definition of 'verbal 
 diarrhoea', now you have met it."

THEATERMAKER



JEFFERSON J.
DIRKS-KORKEE

"I don’t eat pap. I don’t drink Coke.
I don’t chew gum, and I will only eat fish cakes to

impress my in-laws."

THEATREMAKER AND ARTS
EDUCATION ACADEMIC



JEROME REX 

"The pupil of my left eye isn't round – it's
teardrop-shaped."

SONGWRITER, SCREENWRITER
AND MARKETER (SPECIALSING IN
THEATRE PRODUCTIONS)



KAULANA
WILLIAMS

PERFORMING ARTIST AND
THEATREMAKER

"An important part of my life is as a tribal fusion
belly dancer. I live, eat, sleep, breathe tribal
belly dance. I make my own costumes and

crafting these intricate pieces is a favourite
hobby of mine. Is there a better ice breaker

than shimmying your chassis?"



"I have a chipped front tooth."

SINGER, PERFORMER,
OPERA BUT ECLECTIC

LAUREN
DASAPPA



"I love to cook. So I call myself 'The Kitchen
Choreographer', and I love creating
content for my 'Fitness Fridays bloopers'.
We can thank lockdown for this."

DANCER, CHOREOGRAPHER
AND CREATOR

LEE SOPHIA
PIEDT



LEHLOHONOLO
MAKHELE 

CHOREOGRAPHER, DIRECTOR
AND PERFORMER

"I am shy around people I am not used to."



LISA OVERY
"I used to race remote control cars in
actual competitions on a track and
everything. It was quite competitive,
and I was the top female racer."

CREATOR-PERFORMER



LOLWETHU
PROMISE

SDUMO
AFRICAN CONTEMPORARY DANCER

 

"I am afraid of cats, and I love singing out
loud out of the blue." 



LOREN LOUBSER
"I am loud and unapologetic. I am also
the reigning Sex Siren winner in the
Vogue Ball scene."

ACTOR, ACTIVIST & WRITER



LORIN
SOOKOOL
DANCER, PERFORMANCE

MAKER, FACILITATOR
"Apparently, in my past life I was a Russian

ballerina. So it seems my soul just can't escape
this dance thing!"



LUKHANYISO
SKOSANA 
ACTRESS, LIVE ART PERFORMER AND
CURATOR, VOCAL COMPOSER AND
THEATREMAKER



LUNA 
PAIGE

SONGWRITER, SINGER AND
MUSIC-THEATRE PRODUCER



MALIZO MDEKAZI 

"I am a hustler and risk taker."

CREATOR, DIRECTOR
AND ACTOR



MARGO
KOTZE

"In high school, I took part in a braai
competition. Toks van der Linde was the
judge, and I won the prize for best chop. 

I have donated blood 14 times."
 

WRITER, VOICE ARTIST
 AND ACTRESS



MARÍ BORSTLAP

"I am an internationally accredited
energy-healing and Reiki practitioner."

THEATRE AND FILM DIRECTOR,
WRITER AND DESIGNER



MARINDA 
DU TOIT 

"I always want to crack a joke.
Sometimes, I simply have to pick my

nose, but I do it in private."

SCULPTOR, CLOWN,
STORYTELLER IN IMAGES



MELISSA
MYBURGH 

"I have a very unhealthy obsession with bathrooms:
I firmly believe you can distinguish between
psychopaths and freedom fighters by having a
closer look at their bathrooms."

ACTOR, WRITER, DIRECTOR 
AND REBEL



NASFA
NCANYWA

"I am addicted to MacG's Youtube channel
celebrity interviews. I find his way of interviewing

very interesting. It creates an honest session
between him and the invited artist which is

impactful for a young artist working towards
doing great things."

 PERFORMER, THEATREMAKER
AND VISUAL ARTIST



NEELS VAN
JAARSVELD 

"Always time for a joke. I wanted to become
a game ranger."

ACTOR, DIRECTOR, PRODUCER



NICOLE 
HOLM

"I would love to travel to South America or
Thailand or Russia or Croatia, to name but a

few. I suspect I am in escapist mode."

ACTOR, LECTURER,
 DIRECTOR AND SINGER



NOMATHAMSANQA
(THAMI) BABA

"I don't know the lyrics to most of the popular
songs. Ever since I was a child, I used to make my
own lyrics."

THEATRE PERFORMER, MUSICIAN AND
FACILITATOR



PEGGY
ZINZISWA

MONGOATO

"If I had to eat one vegetable for a lifetime,
it would be spinach."

 

  ACTOR, STORYTELLER, DIRECTOR



PHILIP
RADEMEYER 
"I was going to study to become an actuary,
but life clearly had other plans."

WRITER, DIRECTOR



PHULUSHO
KHWIYANE

"If I had a do-over to change careers after
the pandemic, I will still choose arts x2."

 

 PERFORMER AND DANCE
FACILITATOR



"I am a fitness fanatic. I love learning new
things, and I am constantly seeking out new
opportunities. I have a twin sister."

DANCER AND CHOREOGRAPHER 

PHUMLANI
MNDEBELE 



ROBERT
HINDLEY

"I know how to make a cappuccino, have a basic
understanding of Aikido, and I can play chess. 

I like to make puns, all the time."
 

 ACTOR, APPLIED-THEATRE
FACILITATOR AND WRITER



ROXANNE 
DE FREITAS

"As a young child, I once interrupted a serious church
meeting by running into the room, plopping my bum
onto an inflated whoopee cushion, laughing
maniacally as the air was released, and then running
out again."

WRITER, DIRECTOR-DESIGNER
AND PERFORMANCE ARTIST 



SHIHAAM
DOMINGO

"I’m actually a mermaid. So I cannot pee in the
water I swim in, and I ask plants for permission
before I pick them. Plus, I am dyslexic and can’t

spell in any language. "
 

CREATIVE PRODUCER



SINETHEMBA 
BIBI
"I think the most quirky thing about me is that  I
don't actually have any quirks. Being a musician,
people often expect me to be an extrovert, but I am
actually quite the introvert."

MUSICIAN AND SONGWRITER



STEPHANIE
GERICKE

"I am kak-scared of lifts. I will rather – and have
done so often in the past – climb twelve flights

of stairs to avoid a ride in a lift. Claustrophobia."
 

PERFORMER AND VISUAL ARTIST



SUZAAN KEYTER

"In 2008, while living abroad, I worked as a
nursery schoolteacher. I never realised how 
much that experience would prepare me for
working in a corporate and television
broadcasting environment."

PUBLICITY AND DIGITAL
SPECIALIST 



TERTIUS
MEINTJES

"For me, most things work the wrong way around.
I'm left-handed, but at least I could teach my right

hand to click the shutter of a camera. I am
extraordinarily curious by nature, and you?"

 

ACTOR, PHOTOGRAPHER,
SCREENWRITER (FILM AND TV),

DOCUMENTARY DIRECTOR



TONI MORKEL 

"Toni enjoys trash drag where she can play a
number of characters, but most notably her
endearing character, Shirley. Toni’s party trick is
flipping a cigarette."

THEATREMAKER, IMPROVISOR,
ACTOR



TONY
BENTEL

MUSICIAN, COMPOSER, PIANIST,
DANCER, ACTOR, SINGER,

DRAG QUEEN, IMPROVISOR
 



TRUDE GUNTHER

"Born Gertruida. (French-German descent but
African.) Misses Widowed without a wedding.
(M) in Other and Degrees of Bohemian Sad.
In love with the imaginary, intelligence, colours of
Nature. I am a magical realist romantic idealist. Lost
in a kind of lucid dream. For an ice breaker dagger
my Heart."

VISUAL ARTIST, PERFORMANCE
ARTIST, VOICE ARTIST, PERSON



VERONIQUE
JEPHTAS

"I have a mouth on me, I'm keen to learn and
I'm always game for a show.

I wrote my first book on my phone. :')" 

 WRITER, POET AND ACTRESS



WESSEL
PRETORIUS
ACTOR, WRITER, THEATERMAKER
"I have never seen Game of Thrones,
Breaking Bad or a Marvel movie."



WHADEN
JOHANNES

"People should just come an talk to me – as
people. No title is important to me. I love 

 sushi and wine! (Big smile.)"

DIRECTOR, MUSICIAN
 AND WRITER



WIAN 
TALJAARD
"I'm in love with dachshunds, Beyoncé and drag
queens. If I like a song, it is impossible for me to not
learn the lyrics."

ACTOR, HALF A DANCER



WILKEN
CALITZ

"I love fashion and gossip magazines, especially
the fashion-police section. I have imaginary

chats with the judges: 'I mean, how could Tay-tay
wear a plunging V-line with her sneakers?'."

 MUSICIAN (VIOLIN AND
GUITAR) AND WRITER



WOLF BRITZ

"Wolf Britz is left-handed."

DIRECTOR, SCENOGRAPHER,
DESIGNER, PRODUCER



WYNAND
KOTZE

"Sometimes, I live vicariously through my cat and
my Sims characters. I have an obsession with
Wilna Snyman. I want to be like her. I force myself
to eat cauliflower every once in a while, because
it's healthy. Covid stole my self-confidence."

WRITER, ACTOR AND WANNABE
WILNA SNYMAN. ALWAYS HUNGRY



YASEEN
MANUEL

"I like all kinds of creamy pasta."

 PERFORMER,CHOREOGRAPHER,
TEACHER AND DIRECTOR



ZANNE
STAPELBERG-
DE LANGE 

"We're driving in the car, and I ask my husband: 'Jomar,
what interesting or funny facts about myself could I
share as a little ice breaker?' Our daughter Maja answers:
'Well, just tell them you're an opera singer with three
children and a husband.' So, there you have it."

OPERA SINGER, SINGING
LECTURER, CHOIR CONDUCTOR



ENJOY THE ARTISTS
WEEK!


